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ABSTRACT:  

The size becomes larger and larger when the usages 
of network information by the people are increased. 
When the data size becomes larger, it will be very 
difficult for data mining approaches to process 
them. Especially processing big graph data will lead 
to more tackling challenges. In the existing work, 
spatiotemporal compression method is used to find 
the correlation among the big graph data. Based on 
those correlations, data’s are clustered into groups 

and compressed. The method is based on maximal 
modularity clustering. Modularity is one of the 
most widely used quality measures for graph 
clustering and  compression brings two major 
benefits are it reduces the space needed to store 
files, and it speeds up data transfer across the 
network or to or from disk. The method is based on 
LZO compression in hadoop.  

INTRODUCTION: 

Big data is the term for a collection of data sets so large 
and complex that it becomes difficult to process using 
on-hand database management tools or traditional data 
processing applications. The challenges include 
capture, duration, storage, search, sharing, transfer, 
analysis, and visualization. For effective scheduling of 
work, every Hadoop compatible file system should 
provide location awareness: the name of the rack where 
a worker node is. Hadoop applications can use this 
information to run work on the node where the data is, 
and, failing that, on the same rack/switch, reducing 
backbone traffic.     HDFS uses this method when 
replicating data to try to keep different copies of the 
data on different racks. The goal is to reduce the 
impact of a rack power outage or switch failure, so that 
even if these events occur, the data may still be 
readable. A small Hadoop cluster includes a single 
master and multiple worker nodes. The HDFS file 

system is not restricted to MapReduce jobs. It can be 
used for other applications, many of which are under 
development at Apache. The list includes the HBase 
database, the machine learning system, and the Apache 
Hive Data Warehouse system. That is very data-
intensive, and able to work on pieces of the data in 
parallel.                     

I .RELATED WORK: 

Pipelined In-Network Compression (PINCO)(T. Arici 
et,al.,2003) eliminates the redundancy in the data 
obtained from sensors. Data that has been buffered in 
the network and combined through pipeline 
compression scheme into groups of data. In the PINCO 
compression data method, data can be recompressed to 
eliminate the redundancy in the network. In this 
method it   exchanges latency for energy by buffering. 
It eliminates the redundancy in spatiotemporal 
compression by compressing them into groups of data. 
Network aggregation aggregates the data collected 
from the different source node in order to reduce the 
communication overhead. 

Map Reduce ( D. Petrovic, et,al., 2003) is a 
programming model for processing large kinds of data 
sets. Map function that produces intermediate 
key/value pair whereas reduce -function that combines 
all the intermediate key values. Map reduce on a large 
cluster is difficult. The issues are how to distribute the 
data, and handle failures to the data. When the program 
calls map reduce function, map invocations are 
distributes across machines by automatically 
partitioning the input data into M splits. It produces the 
many copies of the program on a cluster of machines. 
One copy act as master and others are act as workers. 
Master assigned the work to the workers. There are M 
map task and R reduce tasks to assign, then master 
chooses idle workers and assign each one a map task or 
reduce task. 
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LEACH (M.J.Handy,et,al.,2002) is a communication 
protocol for micro sensor network, LEACH collects 
data from distributed micro sensors and sends it to a 
base station. Some of the nodes elect themselves as 
cluster-heads. These cluster heads collects the data 
from sensor nodes, which aggregate it and sends to the 
base station. Data transfer to the base station involves 
much energy consumption. To reduce energy 
consumption LEACH cluster head selection is used. 

 II. BIG GRAPH DATA COMPRESSION 
TECHNIQUES: 

It is well known that processing big graph data can be 
costly on Cloud. Processing big graph data introduces 
complex and multiple iterations that raise challenges 
such as parallel memory bottlenecks, deadlocks, and 
inefficiency. To tackle the challenges, graph clustering 
and LZO compression can be used. Graph clustering is 
an interesting and challenging research problem which 
has received much attention recently. The goal of 
graph clustering is to partition vertices in a large graph 
into different clusters based on various criteria such as 
vertex connectivity or neighborhood similarity. 
However, not all graphs have a structure with natural 
clusters. Nonetheless, a clustering algorithm outputs a 
clustering for any input graph. To suppress l out of n 
packets, the relationship must be satisfied. 

 (n-l)! ≥ k1 

Let n be the number of packets in the encoder k be 
range of possible values generated by each network 
and range of node ids of the network, l be the largest 
number of packets that can be suppressed. The main 
drawback is no efficient algorithm for mapping 
permutation to a data value. Because large number of 
permutation values are obtained during the time of 
compression. So it is difficult for mapping permutation 
to a data value. 

 1.GRAPH VISUALIZATION AND 
CLUSTERING: 

TouchGraph is one of the tool for Graph Visualization. 
TouchGraph provides a set of interfaces for graph 
visualization using force-based layout and focus 
context techniques. The general goal of clustering is to 
group similar objects into one cluster while partitioning 
dissimilar objects into different clusters. Clustering has 
broad applications including the analysis of business 
and financial data, biological data, time series data, 
spatial data, and so on. Graph clustering is carried out 

based on structural and attributes similarity. If it is 
undirected graph it should be based on structural 
similarity. Otherwise it is based on structural and 
attributes similarity. In this work it is based on 
structural similarity. There are many clustering 
algorithms based on similarities between the vertices. 
Should the vertices represent documents, for example, 
one could compute content based Similarity values for 
all pairs of documents and use the similarity matrix as 
a basis for the clustering, attempting to group together 
vertices that are not only well connected but also 
similar to each other.  A graph (V, f) consist of a finite 

set V of vertices and a function f : V *V  N that 
assigns a nonnegative edge weight to each vertex pair. 
For simplicity, graphs are assumed to be undirected, 

i.e., f(u,v)=f(v,u) for all u,v  V. The degree deg(v) of 

a vertex V is the total weight  f(u,v) of its 
edges. The degrees and weights are naturally 

generalized to sets of vertices eg. f(v,v)= , 

u v f(u,v).Note that deg(v)=f(v,v). A graph clustering 
c={ c1,c2 ,.....,ck} partitions the vertex v into disjoint 
non empty subjects ci. Ordering can be done to base on 
the clustering values. Modularity is one of the most 
widely used quality measures for graph clustering. 

 2. LZO COMPRESSION 

Lempel–Ziv–Oberhumer is a lossless data compression 
that is focused on decompression speed. LZO supports 
overlapping compression and in-place decompression. 
As a block compression algorithm, it compresses and 
decompresses blocks of data. Block size must be the 
same for compression and decompression. LZO 
compresses a block of data into matches and runs of 
non-matching literals to produce good results on highly 
redundant data. Hadoop-LZO is a project to bring 
splittable LZO compression to Hadoop. LZO is an 
ideal compression format for Hadoop due to its 
combination of speed and compression size. However, 
LZO files are not natively splittable, meaning the 
parallelism that is the core of Hadoop is gone. This 
project re-enables that parallelism with LZO 
compressed files, and also comes with standard utilities 
(input/output streams, etc) for working with LZO files. 
Disk I/O and network bandwidth is a precious resource 
for any Hadoop cluster. Therefore, compressing files 
for storage can not only save disk space, but also speed 
up data transfer across the network. 

3. COMPRESSION RATIO 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossless
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_compression
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The compression ratio of Gzip, Bzip2 and LZO are 
tested individually. The first column 1...7 indicates the 
compression setting passed to gzip, bzip2 and Lzo. 
During the command 1, LZO compression compresses 
high when compared to the other. In the command 3 
and 5 the compression ratio remains the same. Among 
these compressions the Lzo compression ratio becomes 
high. 

 Gzip Bzip2 Lzo 

1 26.8% 20.2% 36.0% 

2 25.5% 18.8%  35.8% 

3 24.7% 18.2% 35.8% 

5 22.0% 17.6% 35.8% 

7 21.5% 17.2% 24.9% 

Table 1: Compression Ratio 

The first one was famous LZO. But it was somewhat 
difficult to use in hadoop. On the other hand this 
complexity is sure to have benefited. All the other 
method tells about the compress data per item basis. 
But it compress whole file in HDFS, using a regular 
setup  it is expected to have better compression ratios 
since there will be similarities among the rows 

 

Fig 1: Analysis of Data Compression 

Above figure shows the comparison of spatiotemporal 
data compression of Hadoop. The comparison is done 
based on compression ratio. The significance of the 
comparison is that LZO method achieves higher 
performance when compared with other techniques. 

 

 

III.CONCLUSION: 

In this paper Cloud promises an ideal platform with 
massive computation power and storage capacity for 
processing big data that is of high variety, volume, 
veracity, and velocity. To reduce the quantity and the 
processing time of big datasets encountered by the 
current typical Cloud big data processing techniques, 
the proposed work is a spatiotemporal graph data 
compression (LZO) approach which is used to 
compress the documents which are based on 
spatiotemporal features. The documents are processed 
under the hadoop environment to efficiently get the 
output. As future work, more spatiotemporal 
correlations should be exploited and modeled to 
effectively reduce different big data sets. In accordance 
with various data correlations and compression models, 
the scheduling should also be used dynamically to 
generate fair workload distribution and to achieve 
optimal time performance.  
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